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1  School group
4  Special case only (2 wds.)
9  Cut of beef
14 Hearing part
15 Female singer ___ Apple
16 Make loose
17 Doctoral degree
18 BB Player Abdul Jabar
19 Heavy-handed
20 Capital of South Dakota
22 Sports channel
24 Gas burner
25 Fatigue
27 52 weeks
31 Round cracker brand
32 Ticket
33 Pair
34 Atmosphere layer
36 Aircraft
38 Boat dock
40 Had a dream
42 Book by Goethe
43 Pickpockets
44 Gone to lunch
45 Threesome

47 Snip
51 Life histories
53 Dairy product
54 Comedian Jay
55 Helen of ___
57 Animal kingdom division
59 Game
62 Indian dwelling
65 To be
66 Birds “thumb”
67 Laughing dog
68 Japanese money
69 Supported
70 Intended
71 Supersonic transport
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DOWN

1  Black spice
2  Favorite vacation spot
3  Fervid
4  Far away
5  Dam
6  Garden tool
7  Single
8  Device for taking photographs
9  Journey, voyage, or excursion
10  Joon's friend
11  Roberto's yes
12  Snooze
13  Extension (abbr.)
21  Cutting tools
23  Primed
25  Bonito
26  Sorbet
28  Cheese
29  Father's sister
30  Caviar
32  Wear
35  Blemish
36  Wooden leg
37  At the end
38  Island
39  Automobile
40  Cart for hauling heavy things
41  Free of
42  Watch chain
43  Pastry
45  Twain
46  Pattern
48  Type of races
49  Habituates
50  Trice
52  Scarf
56  Long paved surface for the passage of vehicles and people
57  Pennsylvania (abbr.)
58  Get hot
59  Charge
60  Wing
61  Used to carry large number of people
63  Hurricane center
64  Legume
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